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The Bible: A Sure Foundation 
How much do you know about the Bible? Don’t be embarrassed if 
you confess that you don’t even know the basic Bible stories; 
many people share your sentiment. A few years ago I became 
aware that even college students in Bible school have not been 
taught a rudimentary knowledge of the Scripture. It will be our 
goal through several lessons this year to acquaint you with many 
of the Bible Stories as we begin this series: UP with the BIBLE! 
Are you down with it?!

There are wonderful practical applications we can learn through 
the ancient stories of the Biblical Text. That is part of the beauty 
of Bible study! The Word comes alive and we find relevance to 
our life situations in the application of Scripture. !

When we study God’s Word we can expect to see new insights 
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Scripture Setting 

The Bible is inspired, literally 
“God breathed.” It provides 
instruction for life, sound 
teaching and correction when 
we are led astray. (2 Timothy 
3:16-17). 

Lesson Insight 

The Bible is the most 
outstanding book of literature 
in the world. It is God’s Word 
and it will provide a foundation 
to build our lives upon. 

Take Home 

Study the Word of God and 
find direction for life, comfort 
when in sorrow, and under-
standing of the ways of God. 
Find joy in reading and 
meditating on the truth you 
find in the Bible. 

Looking Ahead 

Read Genesis 1 and 2 for our 
next lesson - Creation: You are 
Valuable.

UP WITH THE BIBLE 
Studies through the Bible ✧ Learning the Word ✧ Applying the lessons of Truth
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and gain greater understanding of the ways God works.  The story 
of redemption begins in the first pages of the text and continues 
through God’s unfolding plan of salvation. !

You have a purpose. You are special to God and He wants you to 
know Him. That’s why He has given us His Word. It is God’s 
message to all people. Let’s lift up the Bible and know its author. 
May the Sprit bring revelation and understanding as we embark 
on this journey together. !

My Notes:!
_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

What is important to remember in this Lesson?!
_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________________!
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Outline of the Lesson 

The Bible was written over a 
period of 1600 years. About 40 
writers contributed to the text 
under the inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit, the ONE author of the 
Bible. (See 2 Peter 1:20-21.) 

• The Scripture was recorded on 
many types of material: stone, 
clay, leather, and papyrus. 

• Many techniques and styles of 
writing were included. 

• Three languages were used in 
the original writing: Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Greek. 

• Psalm 119 (the longest psalm) 
uplifts the value of the Word of 
the Lord. Read verses 9-11, 
15-16, 89-90, 101-105, 114, 
140-144, 160-163 

• The Power of the Word brings 
Revelation (John 5:39). The 
central theme is JESUS! 

• The Power of the Word brings 
Life (John 6:63). 

• Hide the Word in your heart 
(Psalm 119:11). 

Psalm 1 speaks of the blessed 
person that is delighted in the 
law of the Lord. The promise is 
consistency and prosperity! 


